Zone 1
Gateway

BLDG NO  BUILDING NAME
1  IRVINE BARCLAY THEATER
101  GATEWAY STUDY CENTER
102  LANGSON LIBRARY
103  CROSS-CULTURAL CENTER
105  STUDENT SERVICES I&II
111  ALDRICH HALL
113  STUDENT CENTER
SCPS STUDENT CENTER PARKING
STRUCTURE 1

ASSEMBLY AREA
INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 3
Engineering & ICS

ASSEMBLY AREA

INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 4
Physical Sciences

BLDG NO  BUILDING NAME
400  ROWLAND HALL
401  REINES HALL
402  NATURAL SCIENCE UNIT II
403  PARKVIEW CLASSROOM
404  PHYSICAL SCIENCE HIGH BAY
411  PHYSICAL SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
413  PHYSICAL SCIENCE CLASSROOM
415  MSTB
417  CROUL HALL
423  ADMINISTRATIVE MODULARS
801  UNIVERSITY CLUB
897  GROUNDS BUILDING
899  BUILDING SERVICES

IN CASE OF EVACUATION - SEND RUNNER TO MSTB
ASSEMBLY AREA 5

ASSEMBLY AREA
INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
ZONE 4A
Buildings & Grounds

BLDG NO  BUILDING NAME
897  GROUNDS BUILDING - 8
899  BUILDING SERVICES

INCASE OF EVACUATION - SEND RUNNER TO MSTB ASSEMBLY AREA 5

ASSEMBLY AREA
Zone 5
Biological Sciences

BLDG NO     BUILDING NAME
500         B.C.'s CAVERN ON THE GREEN
501         SCHNEIDERMAN LECTURE HALL
502         STEINHAUS HALL
503         MCGAUGH HALL
506         QURESHEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
512         BONNEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
514         GREENHOUSE
515         BISON MODULAR
516         CENTER FOR THE NEUROBIOLOGY OF LEARNING
517         NATURAL SCIENCE I
519         BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES III
520         SCIENCE LIBRARY
521         KUCI RADIO STATION
522         ARTS COMP./ENGINEERING
523         HUMANITIES INTERIM CLASSROOM

ASSEMBLY AREA
INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 6
Humanities

BLDG NO   BUILDING NAME
600       KRIEGER HALL
601       HUMANITIES HALL
603       HUMANITIES MODULAR
610       HUMANITIES INSTRUCTIONAL
611       HUMANITIES GATEWAY

★ ASSEMBLY AREA
★ GREEN ★ INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 12
University Hills

🌟 INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 13
Mesa Court

ASSEMBLY AREA

ALL RESIDENTS MESA COURT FILED
Zone 13
Verano Place
BLDG NO

🌟 ALL RESIDENTS -
LOOK FOR "NAP" SIGN
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSEMBLY
POINT)

🌟 ASSEMBLY AREA